WORKSHEET FOR COMPOSING RESPONSE PAPERS
Here is a general question-answer type worksheet that will help you write most of the Response
Papers (except those where you get to be “Credo” and make up an argument).
This work sheet is optional, and is designed to give you the main data that you will use to compose
your response papers. By answering each question informally, you will have all the data you need to
compose your response paper – in other words, just elaborate on the following answers in
paragraph form. In particular, by completing this worksheet – if you have doubts about your
answers, you can copy/paste your answer in an email to me. This makes my “virtual” office hours
more useful to you – since I answer emails daily. I will not give you the answer, but I will guide you
to acceptable or better ways to present your answer, or guide you to the correct answer (when
there is only one correct answer).
1) What is Credo’s (or the student author’s) main conclusion?

2) What is the principle reason Credo or the student author gives to support that
conclusion? (note: If Credo or the student author does not really give any reasons, then
note this also, as such absence greatly weakens the argument).

3) Are there other reasons Credo could have used to support his conclusion that he did not
use? (note – this forms part of your “argue for” as given in the rubric).

4) Are there reasons, facts, or evidence that Credo or the student author omitted which
weaken his conclusion (note – this forms the “reasons against” part of the rubric).

5) What concepts have we learned in class which might help me explain my arguments?
(see “A Guide to Argument Analysis” and just choose one step that you think you
understand, when you master that step, move on to the next one that you think you
understand).

6) What was the logical fallacy of the week, and where does Credo commit this fallacy?

Put all of the above together in a few paragraphs, proof read your document, and then submit it to
me via Canvas or email. Usually good answers can be presented in two paragraphs which are wellorganized and where each sentence is relevant and necessary for what you want to state.

